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Constraining CP-violating interactions in effective field theory of dimension six faces two challenges.
First, degeneracies in the multidimensional space of Wilson coefficients have to be lifted. Second, quadratic
contributions of CP-odd dimension-six operators are difficult to disentangle from squared contributions of
CP-even dimension-six operators and from linear contributions of dimension-eight operators. Both of these
problems are present when new sources of CP violation are present in the interactions between the Higgs
boson and heavy strongly interacting fermions. We show that degeneracies in the Wilson coefficients can
be removed by combining measurements of Higgs-plus-two-jet production via gluon fusion with
measurements of top-pair associated Higgs production. In addition, we demonstrate that the sensitivity
of the analysis can be improved by exploiting the top-quark threshold in the gluon fusion process. Finally,
we substantiate a perturbative argument about the validity of effective field theory by comparing the
quadratic and linear contributions from CP-odd dimension-six operators and use this to show explicitly that
high statistics measurements at future colliders enable the extraction of perturbatively robust constraints on
the associated Wilson coefficients.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.095007
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for new physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM) is a central task of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
With established and motivated models under increasing
pressure as more data get scrutinized, phenomenological
analyses have turned to largely model-independent meas-
urement and interpretation strategies adopting the frame-
work of SM effective field theory (EFT) [1–5]. SMEFTas a
theoretical framework has undergone a rapid development
over the past years, see, e.g., [6–13].
EFTs facilitate the communication between the weak or
measurement scale, and a UV completion that the EFT
approach would like to see itself contrasted with. As the
UV completion of the SM is currently unknown, the
leading operator dimension-six deformations of the SM
imply 2499 independent parameters [14] that should be
considered as a priori free when we would like to constrain
generic beyond the SM physics that is sufficiently close to
the decoupling limit to justify the dimension-six approach.
Established phenomena such as the observed matter-
anti-matter asymmetry, however, provide us a hint where
motivated physics might be found, without making too
many assumptions about the precise form of the UV
completion itself. For instance, Sakharov’s criteria [15]
of baryogenesis motivate the direct search for CP-violating
effects in addition to the CP-violating sources in the SM,
which are insufficient to account for the observed matter-
anti-matter asymmetry. As the only source of CP violation
in the SM is associated with the fermion-Higgs inter-
actions, the Higgs sector naturally assumes a central role in
such a search, in particular, because its precise form is a lot
less well constrained compared to the gauge sectors.
CP-violating effects associated with “genuine” dimen-
sion-six effects, i.e., contributions that arise from the
interference of SM contribution with dimension-six oper-
ators, are limited to genuine CP-odd observables and
asymmetries thereof [16,17] (see also [18]). In the context
of Higgs physics, one motivated observable is the so-called
signed ϕjj [19] (see also [20–24]) in gluon and weak boson
fusion. The first measurements of the signed ϕjj were
recently published by the ATLAS Collaboration in the
h→ γγ [25] and h → ZZ [26] decay channels. An analo-
gous observable can be constructed for top quark-
associated Higgs production as well, as discussed in detail
recently in Refs. [27,28]. Working in the dimension-six
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linearized approximation, such observables are the only
phenomenologically viable ones because the interference
terms cancel identically for any CP-even observable, such
as total cross sections, decay widths, as well as momentum
transfer-dependent observables such as transverse momenta
and invariant masses.
Issues arise, however, when multiple operators affect the
same observable. In this case, large CP-violating effects in
two or more operators can completely cancel, yielding a
result that resembles the SM prediction. Higgs-plus-two-jet
production via gluon fusion receives corrections from
heavy strongly interacting fermions, including the top
quark and possible as-yet-undiscovered heavy fermions
that lie far above the electroweak scale. In the effective field
theory approach, we can express this as corrections from
two operators
O˜g ¼
αs
8πv
GaμνG˜
aμνh; and
O˜t ¼ it¯γ5th; ð1Þ
where t denotes the top quark, Gaμν is the gluon field
strength with dual G˜aμν ¼ ϵμνρδGaρδ=2, h represents the
physical Higgs boson with mass mh ¼ 125 GeV, and
v ¼ 246 GeV is the Higgs’ vacuum expectation value.1
In the following we will denote c˜g, c˜t as the corresponding
Wilson coefficients of Eq. (1). While O˜g and O˜t in Eq. (1)
are nominally of mass dimension five and four, respec-
tively, they are derived from corresponding dimension-six
operators by appropriately replacing the Higgs field with its
vacuum expectation value v and setting the energy scale
Λ ¼ v. Additional contributions from the chromoelectric
dipole moment can be constrained in, e.g., top production
[32] and are not considered here.
It is well known that the mt-associated threshold effects
allow us to differentiate between these parameters in
their CP-even manifestation using momentum transfer-
dependent observables [33–40]. Together with the infor-
mation from top quark-associated Higgs production, this
is enough to sufficiently disentangle the gluon-Higgs
interactions from the top-Higgs contributions [41–43]. In
the case of the CP-odd operators of Eq. (1), momentum
transfer-dependent differential distributions used for the
CP-even operators are identically zero for the new physics
contribution. This makes the extraction of the CP-violating
effects in the fermion-Higgs interactions and their separa-
tion from competing modifications of the gauge sector-
Higgs interactions much more complicated to order ∼c˜t, c˜g.
The purpose of this work is to provide a detailed analysis
of this issue and point out possible improvements that are
straightforward to implement in existing experimental
analyses. This paves the way to obtaining a more detailed
picture of the Higgs CP properties at the LHC in the future.
Furthermore, we look at this analysis from the perspec-
tive of perturbative validity of the EFT approach. This is
done by comparing linearized results to results obtained
from including squared dimension-six effects. The latter
have been discussed in the past in detail (see, e.g.,
[19,20,44–47]). Yet, it is important to highlight that in
this case any CP-even observable also acts as a probe of the
CP-odd interactions. Hence, by including quadratic con-
tributions searches and interpretations of CP-violating
effects in the context of EFT become highly dependent
on (often implicit) EFT assumptions. Our aim is to find
experimental and phenomenological setups in which the
quadratic contributions are negligible such that constraints
on CP-violating interactions can be extracted perturba-
tively robust and with minimal assumptions on CP-even
contributions. In the context of these considerations we
extrapolate our analysis to experiments at future colliders.
Indirect constraints on c˜t have been derived, e.g., in
Ref. [48] from electric dipole moments. Under the
assumption that the Higgs couples to electrons with SM
strength the most stringent constraints are obtained from
measurements of the electron’s electric dipole moment
[49], c˜t ∼Oð10−3Þ. In this analysis we focus on limits that
can be obtained in direct measurements at the LHC and
future colliders while investigating the interplay between
O˜g and O˜t as well as the perturbative behavior of such
limits.
This work is organized as follows: In Sec. II we outline
our numerical setup and provide an overview of the relevant
observables. We also place our analysis into the context of
existing LHC analyses in the Higgs final states that we
consider. We present our results in Sec. III. In particular, we
will comment on the comparison of the dimension-six
linearized approach with CP-even effects from CP-odd
interactions as alluded to above and extrapolate our results
to obtain LHC and future hadron collider projections. We
conclude in Sec. IV.
II. SETUP: PROCESSES AND OBSERVABLES
A. Processes
To analyze the prospects of discriminating O˜g from O˜t
via the process pp→ hjj, we use a modified version of
Vbfnlo [50,51]. Including dimension-six interactions, we
can write the full squared amplitude
jMj2 ¼ jMSMj2 þ 2ReðMSMMd6Þ þ jMd6j2: ð2Þ
Our modifications are such that the SM interference and
squared dimension-six amplitude parts can be extracted
individually, while keeping the full top mass dependence of
1The normalization of O˜g corresponds to integrating out the
top quark with CP-odd couplings with Yukawa coupling sizeﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
mt=v in the limit mt → ∞ [29–31].
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O˜t [19,21–23]. The O˜g contributions were tested against O˜t
by approaching the mt → ∞ limit numerically. This pro-
vides a strong cross check of both implementations and our
modifications, which is nontrivial by the fact that for
linearized dimension-six effects the integrated cross section
is numerically zero (it is a CP-even observable), and
genuine CP-sensitive observables need to be employed
for such cross checks.
We output Les Houches events [52] of Higgs production
in association with two light jets, hjj and subsequently
shower and hadronize them with Herwig [53,54]. For the
analysis, we pass this output through a Rivet [55] analysis
which closely follows the event selection of Ref. [25]. From
the SM sample, we determine the event selection efficien-
cies on a bin-by-bin level by comparing the parton-level
analysis with particle-level (Rivet) analysis and Ref. [25].
We study the hjj production channel in the h → γγ decay
mode with the possibility of including modifications of the
Higgs branching ratios for comparisons (see below). We
use flat K factors of 1.5 (13=27 TeV) and 1.18 (100 TeV)
following Ref. [56].
To disentangle Higgs-gluon from Higgs-top interactions
we also consider tt¯h events which are generated with
MadGraph 5 [57] where the contribution from the effective
operators in Eq. (1) have been implemented through a
universal feynrules output [58] model file which we
generated using FeynRules [59]. We study the tt¯-associated
Higgs production in the h→ bb¯ decay mode whose
branching ratio is indirectly affected by O˜g and O˜t as
well. We detail the computation of branching ratios in the
Appendix. Similar to the hjj case, we separate the tt¯h
contributions according to Eq. (2). We focus exclusively on
the production couplings and do not include CP-sensitive
information that can be obtained from Higgs decays
through, e.g., angular observables. Such a measurement
would constrain the properties of the Higgs coupling to a
particular final state particle and not the properties related
to its production. To reflect the impact of higher-order QCD
corrections we include flat K factors of 1.30 (13=27 TeV)
and 1.36 (100 TeV) [60–62].2
B. Observables
Since we are interested in studying the CP-odd cou-
plings of the Higgs to gluons and the top quark, we study
CP-sensitive observables. Therefore, in the hjj channel, we
calculate the signed azimuthal angle between the jets,
which is defined as
Δϕjj ¼ ϕj;1 − ϕj;2; ð3Þ
where ϕj;1 (ϕj;2) is the azimuthal angle of the first (second)
jet. The jets are ordered by their rapidity, i.e.,
yj;1 > yj;2; ð4Þ
which promotes this angular distribution to a P-sensitive
observable.
In Fig. 1, we show the Δϕjj differential distribution for
the linear approximation using a particular choice of c˜g and
c˜t as an example. Figure 1(a) illustrates that the effects of
O˜g and O˜t can be very small even for large values of c˜g and
c˜t in the vicinity of the blind direction c˜t ∼ −c˜g if inclusive
observables are considered. As can be seen from Fig. 1(b),
once Δϕjj is defined with an additional binning in a
kinematic observable such as the transverse momentum
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FIG. 1. Δϕjj distributions for hjj production working in the linearized approximationOðc˜g; c˜tÞ: (a) for inclusive selection cuts and (b)
for the pT;h > 150 GeV selection. Only statistical uncertainty is shown in the plots.
2See also https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/
HiggsEuropeanStrategy.
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of the Higgs3 that focuses on more exclusive events around
the top-quark threshold and above (pT;h ≥ 150 GeV), we
can start disentangling the c˜g and c˜t directions. In principle,
a fully binned two-dimensional distribution ðΔϕjj; pT;hÞ
could be considered. However, this would come at the price
of a large reduction in statistics and an enlarged statistical
uncertainty. While we consider two search regions sepa-
rated by a 150 GeV pT;h cut, the number of search regions,
as well as their separation, could be treated as tuning
parameters in a more realistic analysis. The ratio plot of
Fig. 1(b) also shows that the linear EFT contribution to the
distribution is asymmetric and that the integrated cross
section vanishes.
The qualitative behavior of Fig. 1 can be understood
from the pT;h differential distributions of the CP-even
operators. For momentum transfers that resolve the top-
Higgs interactions (and O˜t accordingly) the effect relative
to O˜g should decrease as absorptive contributions of the top
loop are probed. The effects are not large, as can be
expected from the success of the mt → ∞ approximation
for SM hjj production [63–67].
While Fig. 1 shows theΔϕjj distribution in the linearized
approximation, Fig. 2 presents an example for the case
where the quadratic terms are included. As Fig. 2 shows,
employing a top threshold related kinematical cut improves
on lifting the blind direction also in the case where
quadratic contributions are included. In this example, we
have chosen smaller values for the Wilson coefficients than
for the linearized case because the c˜g-c˜t resolving power for
larger values is mostly driven by the total cross section
which does not vanish for the quadratic EFT contribution.
This behavior can already be observed for the inclusive
case in Fig. 2(a) where the ratio plot shows a slight offset in
the EFT contribution with respect to the SM. In the high-
pT;h sample in Fig. 2(b) the relative contribution of the
linear dimension-six part is increased with respect to the
inclusive case.
In complete analogy to hjj, for the tt¯h channel we
consider the dileptonic decay of the top-quark pair (assum-
ing an event selection efficiency of 2.5% [68]) and study
the signed azimuthal angle Δϕll between the two charged
leptons defined as
Δϕll ¼ ϕl;1 − ϕl;2; ð5Þ
where ϕl;1 (ϕl;2) is the azimuthal angle of the first (second)
charged lepton [28]. The leptons are ordered according to
their rapidity, i.e.,
yl;1 > yl;2: ð6Þ
As leptons l we consider electrons and muons from
the decays t → bW → blþνl and t → bW → bτþντ →
blþνlντν¯τ and the charge conjugated processes. The clean
fully leptonic final states of tt¯h production can possibly be
augmented by semileptonic final states with appropriate jet
matching that removes the Higgs final states. We limit
ourselves here to the clean final state as we can expect
reconstruction to be feasible without relying on nontrans-
parent multivariate techniques at the price of reduced
statistics. Example Δϕll distributions for the linear
approximation as well as including quadratic terms are
shown in Fig. 3. Note that, although, tt¯h receives correc-
tions ∼c˜g, these contributions solely arise from dressing the
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FIG. 2. Δϕjj distributions for hjj production including quadratic contributions from O˜t: (a) for inclusive selection cuts and (b) for the
pT;h > 150 GeV selection. Only statistical uncertainty is shown in the plots.
3We consider the Higgs pT distribution in the following as
means to resolve the top threshold; jet-pT distributions are less
sensitive to mt threshold effects.
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gg → tt¯ topologies with initial-state Higgs radiation. This
renders tt¯h almost insensitive to O˜g.
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. EFT-linearized approximation
In the first part of the analysis we investigate the SM
and interference contributions. The SM contributions to
the considered Higgs production channels are CP even
while the interference contributions are CP odd. Since the
inclusive cross section is a CP-even observable, the
contribution from the interference part is exactly zero.
The Higgs branching ratios are not affected along the same
lines and we adopt the branching ratios of the Higgs Cross
Section Working Group in the following [69].
To set limits on the CP-odd couplings in Eq. (1) we
study the differential distribution
dσðc˜g; c˜tÞ
dΔϕX
¼ dσSM
dΔϕX
þ c˜g
dσg
dΔϕX
þ c˜t
dσt
dΔϕX
; ð7Þ
where X ¼ jj, ll and σg (σt) is specific to the operator O˜g
(O˜t) but is independent of the Wilson coefficient c˜g (c˜t) by
construction. Since in this P-odd differential distribution
the linear dependence ∼c˜g, c˜t is nonvanishing, it is possible
to scan the behavior dσðc˜g; c˜t;ΔϕXÞ=dpT;h to isolate the
individual contributions σg, σt through their characteristic
momentum dependencies.
To facilitate the limit setting in an adapted way, we can
scan the entire parameter space by sampling only two
points, ðc˜g; c˜tÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ and ðc˜g; c˜tÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ, for each
Higgs production channel. We then perform a fit on the
basis of a χ2 of the differential distribution obtained from
the three different datasets, hjj with pT;h < 150 GeV, hjj
with pT;h ≥ 150 GeV, and tt¯h. The χ2 test statistic is
given by
χ2ðc˜g; c˜tÞ
¼ ðbiSM − biSMþD6ðc˜g; c˜tÞÞV−1ij ðbjSM − bjSMþD6ðc˜g; c˜tÞÞ;
ð8Þ
where biSM is the expected measurement in the ith bin
assuming the SM is correct, and biSMþD6ðc˜g; c˜tÞ represents
the theoretical prediction for specified values of the Wilson
coefficients. Vij is the covariance matrix that accounts for
theoretical and experimental uncertainties. For the statis-
tical uncertainty in the Δϕjj distribution in the h → γγ
channel, we take the uncertainty in the measured fiducial
cross section for Higgs-plus-two-jet production at 13 TeV
and 36/fb [25] and redistribute this across the bins of the
observable. This is then rescaled to the respective center-of-
mass energies and luminosities used in this analysis. For
the statistical uncertainty in the Δϕll distribution in tt¯h
production, we take the measured uncertainty of the
dilepton channel in Ref. [68], redistribute this across the
bins of the observable, and then rescale to the appro-
priate center-of-mass energy and luminosity. We assume
each systematic error to be fully correlated and adopt the
following values:
Δϕll∶δth¼10%; δflatsys¼20% ½68; δshapesys ¼1.0% ½70;
Δϕjj∶δth¼10% ½25; δflatsys¼10% ½25; δshapesys ¼2.5% ½25;
where δth is the theoretical uncertainty in the fiducial cross
section of each process, and δflatsys and δ
shape
sys represent
experimental uncertainties in the normalization and shape
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FIG. 3. Δϕll distribution for tt¯h production comparing linear (a) and quadratic (b) dimension-six interactions. Only the statistical
uncertainty is shown in the plots.
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of the expected measurements, respectively [25,68,70].
Note that for tt¯h production, the current theoretical uncer-
tainty due to background mismodeling in the experimental
analysis is much larger than 10%. However, we assume that
this will be reduced in future analyses, due to improved
theoretical models and increasing use of control regions
with the larger datasets.
B. Including quadratic dimension-six terms
In the second part of the analysis we include the
quadratic contributions. Analogously to the linear case
we use the ΔϕX distributions to calculate the χ2. Including
quadratic contributions, the ΔϕX distributions are given by
dσðc˜g; c˜tÞ
dðΔϕXÞ
¼ dσSM
dðΔϕXÞ
þ c˜g
dσg
dðΔϕXÞ
þ c˜t
dσt
dðΔϕXÞ
þ c˜gc˜t
dσgt
dðΔϕXÞ
þ c˜2g
dσg2
dðΔϕXÞ
þ c˜2t
dσt2
dðΔϕXÞ
;
ð9Þ
i.e., we have to sample five parameter points per channel in
order to scan the entire parameter space. Choosing
ðc˜g; c˜tÞ ¼ ð1;−1Þ for the σgt sample provides results with
larger numerical stability as the histogram is sampled close
to the blind direction in c˜g − c˜t space and therefore gives
only a small contribution from the dimension-six operators.
C. EFT validity
EFT deformations of the SM typically lead to momen-
tum enhancements which in turn can violate unitarity.
Similar to the discussion of unitarity in the SM, where
bounds on the Higgs mass were set by investigating partial
waves, one would not interpret a Higgs mass in excess of
unitarity constraints as a signal of breakdown of quantum
mechanics in nature but as the indication that we deal with a
strongly coupled scenario where perturbative techniques
are not justified (the Hamiltonian is real implying a unitary
time evolution). As we ultimately rely on perturbative
techniques in the simulation chain, there would be the need
to assign a large uncertainty to the leading order approxi-
mation that would be related to the scale at which we probe
the theory. As with all scale choices these are largely
ad hoc. A similar problem arises in EFT deformations
where we can expect tails of energy-dependent distribu-
tions to be kinematically enhanced ∼p2=Λ2. Separating off
the Λ dependence, Eq. (2) can then be phrased as
jMj2 ¼ jASMj2
1
Λ0
þ 2ReðASMAd6Þ
cQ2
Λ2
þ jAd6j2
c2Q4
Λ4
:
ð10Þ
Equation (10) directly singles out the stringent region
jcj < Q
2
Λ2
: ð11Þ
As we are considering average energy scales we choose a
less stringent criterion
jcj hQi
v
≳ c2 hQ˜ðcÞi
2
v2
; ð12Þ
whereQ and Q˜ are the median scales probed in the process,
i.e., Q corresponds to the average energy probed by
ReðMSMMd6Þ and Q˜ is probed by jMd6j2. We will
comment on this choice and how it relates to the size of
possible deviations from the SM as well as on differences to
Eq. (11) below.
Note that since Q; Q˜ are CP-even quantities, there is no
dependence of Q on the Wilson coefficients. We can
therefore write
hQi ¼ hQ˜ð0Þi: ð13Þ
The respective matrix element distributions sample the
probed energy scales without making reference to the
statistical sampling of the energy scales. Note that, similar
to using renormalization and factorization scales as mea-
sures to quantify associated uncertainties, this choice is
ad hoc and more constraining criteria can be formulated.
While such a scaling is a typical behavior of perturbative
models, we can expect it to be violated for nonperturbative
SM extensions. For the latter models, the naive hierarchy
between dimension-six and higher-dimensional operators
will be violated once we move closer to the characteristic
energy scale of the strong interactions, which signals the
need to transition from the effective picture to the new
relevant microscopic degrees of freedom (see also [71,72]
for related discussions). Put differently, Eq. (12) is a reason
why we typically do not see large CP-violating phases in
perturbative scenarios like two-Higgs doublet models or the
(next-to) minimal supersymmetric Standard Model.
On a more practical level, as we need to employ
Monte Carlo techniques to simulate LHC final states that
make use of fixed-order perturbation theory, our phenom-
enological modelling of a particular scenario cannot be
trusted when Eq. (12) is badly violated. Rearranging leads
straightforwardly to
jcj≲ vhQ˜ðcÞi
hQi
hQ˜ðcÞi : ð14Þ
Numerically, we find approximate linear dependencies of
the average probed scales as
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13 TeV∶ hQ˜ðcÞi ≃ 1077 GeVþ 31.45 GeVjc˜gj
27 TeV∶ hQ˜ðcÞi ≃ 1463 GeVþ 89.48 GeVjc˜gj
100 TeV∶ hQ˜ðcÞi ≃ 2374 GeVþ 386.57 GeVjc˜gj ð15Þ
i.e., the average probed energy does not depend too much
on the size of the Wilson coefficient. For c˜t the dependence
is flat around the SM expectation. This is expected, as the
modifications of yt only shift the cross section uniformly
compared to the SM, which does not affect the sampling of
the associated average probed energy.
We find values
13 TeV∶ ðjc˜gj; jc˜tjÞ ≲ ð0.23; 0.23Þ;
27 TeV∶ ðjc˜gj; jc˜tjÞ ≲ ð0.16; 0.17Þ;
100 TeV∶ ðjc˜gj; jc˜tjÞ ≲ ð0.10; 0.10Þ; ð16Þ
i.e., under the criteria of Eq. (12) we can expect beyond the
SM contributions in the vicinity of ≲20% compared to the
SM. Again this is a typical ballpark of perturbative SM UV
completions. The more stringent requirement of Eq. (11)
singles out regions of 5%, 3%, and 1% deviations from
the SM at the 13, 27, and 100 TeV, respectively. Such
deviations are hard to observe in the light of expected
uncertainties and are pessimistic: If this criterion is
adopted, our analysis does exhibit sensitivity in this region.
We find to good approximation
jcj≲ vhQi ð17Þ
it becomes clear that the range of the Wilson coefficients
are quickly pushed to small values if the probed energy
scale that characterizes consistency with the SM is pushed
to high values. Also if the new scale of physics (chosen
earlier asΛ ¼ v for bookkeeping) lies far above the average
probed scale, i.e., Λ ≫ hQi,we see that the Wilson coef-
ficient will only be loosely constrained. In this case, the
convergence of Eq. (10) is guaranteed by the size of Λ
compared to kinematically relevant scales of the process,
cQ2
Λ2
≫
c2Q4
Λ4
ð18Þ
but it is increasingly unlikely that the constraint will be
important in UV matching calculations which translate the
observed constraint into (perturbative) constraints of the
UV parameter space.
D. Results and comparison
In Fig. 4 the constraints on c˜g and c˜t at 95% confidence
level are presented for the LHC at 13 TeV showing the
contributions from different production channels and kin-
ematical regions. These contours are obtained by including
only the SM and linear dimension-six contributions. The
green band in Fig. 4 represents the constraints using only
the tt¯h sample. It illustrates that this channel is only very
weakly sensitive to contributions from c˜g as mentioned in
Sec. II B. The slicing according to pT , however, lifts the
blind direction visible in the hjj samples (orange and blue
bands) to some extent. Comparing Fig. 4 with the pertur-
bative bounds in Eq. (16) shows that generic searches for
ðCÞP violation in production processes in the Higgs and top
sector will be difficult at the LHC using only the decay
modes considered. It will be necessary to use additional
decay channels and to increase the dataset by combining
results from both ATLAS and CMS.
One might raise the concern that CP-even contributions
could contaminate these distributions such that it becomes
difficult to disentangle the genuineCP-odd contributions of
O˜g and O˜t from those CP-even contributions. As an
alternative strategy for the analysis of the linear dimen-
sion-six contributions we also studied the asymmetries
AX ¼
σðΔϕX < 0Þ − σðΔϕX > 0Þ
σðΔϕX < 0Þ þ σðΔϕX > 0Þ
ð19Þ
with X ¼ jj, ll. For contributions symmetric in ΔϕX, i.e.,
CP-even contributions, AX ¼ 0. However, these asymme-
tries provide weaker constraints on c˜g and c˜t than the full
distributions as can be seen in Fig. 5. To recover the
sensitivity of the full distributions, we propose the use of
binned asymmetries defined as follows:
-4 -2 0 2 4
-4
-2
0
2
4
=13TeV, =3000/fb, linear contributions
hjj: GeV
GeV + GeV
tth
all
FIG. 4. Constraints for 95% confidence level on c˜g and c˜t from
different datasets at 13 TeV using the full ΔϕX distributions, with
X ¼ jj, ll. Orange: only low-pT;h in hjj, blue: combination of
low-pT;h and high-pT;h events in hjj, green: constraint from the
tt¯h sample only, red: combination of all samples. In this plot only
the contributions from the SM and interference are taken into
account.
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A˜X ¼
PN=2
i¼1 jσiðΔϕXÞ − σN−iþ1ðΔϕXÞj
σ
; ð20Þ
where X ¼ jj;ll, σiðΔϕXÞ is the ith bin in the ΔϕX
distribution and N the number of bins. This definition
assumes that ΔϕX < 0 for all bins 1 ≤ i ≤ N=2 and
ΔϕX > 0 for all bins N=2þ 1 ≤ i ≤ N and that the binning
is symmetric with respect toΔϕX ¼ 0. We show constraints
on c˜g and c˜t obtained from A˜X in Fig. 6, where we obtain
constraints which are very similar to the ones obtained
using the full ΔϕX distributions. This means we can
reliably construct observables that are unaffected by CP-
even contributions but retain the best possible sensitivity to
the CP-odd contributions.
A direct comparison between linear and quadratic con-
tributions should be performed using the same analysis
strategy for these two contributions. Since asymmetries are
not suitable to study the quadratic contributions, we use the
full binned Δϕjj and Δϕll distributions in our analysis for
linear and quadratic contributions. Including the quadratic
dimension-six contributions results in constraints shown in
Fig. 7.4 These constraints are much tighter than those
obtained from the analysis in the linear case. Figure 8
directly compares the limits obtained from the linear
approximation and from the analysis which includes the
quadratic contributions. This supports the previous point,
highlighting that the quadratic contributions are significant
which results from the fact that they contribute to the total
cross section in contrast to the linear contributions. This is
also illustrated in Fig. 8 by comparing to bounds that
are obtained from only the shape of the distributions
discarding the information on the total cross section.
The large effect of the quadratic contributions signals a
violation of the perturbative constraint in Eq. (12). In other
words, the stronger constraints in Fig. 8 rely on contribu-
tions that are perturbatively not under control and therefore
should be treated with caution. In addition, including
quadratic effects (which are CP even) amounts to specific
assumptions about the CP-even operators in the Higgs
-6 -4 -2 2 4 6-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
=13TeV, =3000/fb,
hjj: GeV
hjj: GeV + GeV
tth
all
FIG. 6. Constraints for 95% confidence level on c˜g and c˜t from
different datasets at 13 TeV using binned asymmetries [Eq. (20)].
Orange: only low-pT;h in hjj, blue: combination of low-pT;h and
high-pT;h events in hjj, green: constraint from the tt¯h sample
only, red: combination of all samples. In this plot only the
contributions from the SM and interference are taken into
account.
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
=13TeV, =3000/fb, incl. quadratic contributions
hjj: GeV
hjj: GeV + GeV
tth
all
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4 but here the quadratic contributions are
included as well.
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FIG. 5. Constraints for 95% confidence level on c˜g and c˜t from
different datasets at 13 TeV using simple asymmetries [Eq. (19)].
Orange: only low-pT;h in hjj, blue: combination of low-pT;h and
high-pT;h events in hjj, green: constraint from the tt¯h sample
only, red: combination of all samples. In this plot only the
contributions from the SM and interference are taken into
account.
4The stronger dependence of the tt¯h sample on c˜g with respect
to the linear case is a result of the c˜g and c˜t dependent branching
ratio (see the Appendix) for h → bb¯. In the linear case, the
branching ratio retains the SM value since the linear CP-odd
contributions vanish for this CP-even quantity.
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sector which cannot be disentangled straightforwardly
anymore.
We explore how this situation changes as we move to
future colliders. Specifically, we study the two benchmark
scenarios given in Tables I and II. Scenario 1 can be
considered as a worst-case scenario where the event
selection efficiency ϵtt¯h for tt¯h events and the systematic
uncertainties do not improve and the integrated luminosity
only moderately increases between the different colliders.
Scenario 2 is an optimistic one where systematic uncer-
tainties are reduced by a factor of about 2 when going to
higher energies and ϵtt¯h increases by a factor of 2.
Furthermore, the integrated luminosity increases by an
order of magnitude going from 13 to 100 TeV in scenario 2.
In order to obtain the efficiencies per bin for hjj at 27 and
100 TeV we apply the same Rivet analysis as for 13 TeV.
The efficiencies are obtained as 14%–20%, 16%–22%, and
19%–25% for 13, 27, and 100 TeV, respectively. Since we
already observe an analysis-inherent increase of efficiency
for higher collider energies, we do not perform an addi-
tional rescaling in scenario 2 as it is done for the tt¯h
efficiency. Hence, the hjj efficiencies above are used for
scenario 1 as well as scenario 2.
The results of this study are shown inFig. 9where the same
analysis strategy for linear and quadratic contributions was
applied. The increased center-of-mass energy allows us to
probe considerably higher-energy scales, thus tightening
the range of Wilson coefficients that can be considered to
have a dominant effect from interference contributions (see
Eq. (16). However, themeasurements become under increas-
ing statistical control which will allow us to sharpen the
exclusion. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the constraints from the
linearized approach approximates quadratic exclusion. This
shows that the quadratic contributions are considerably less
relevant thanwe find for theLHC. Thisway the constraints at
a 27 TeVHE-LHCwill not only surpass the LHC, but will be
more robust as well.5 As Fig. 9 shows this is further
strengthened at a 100 TeV machine, where the constraints
for scenario 2 lie within the perturbative bounds given in
Eq. (16). Even in scenario 1 the bounds from linear terms are
very close to those where quadratic terms are included.
Hence, we can probe Wilson coefficients in generic CP-
violating dimension-six extensions in a perturbatively robust
way, given our assumptions.
As a final remark we would like to point out that the
bounds in Fig. 9 are obtained using the full Δϕll and Δϕjj
distributions. For completeness, we show constraints on c˜g
and c˜t obtained from the asymmetry A˜X for a 100 TeV
collider in scenario 2 in Fig. 10, which would be unaffected
by CP-even contributions. As expected, we obtain con-
straints that are very similar to the ones obtained using the
full ΔϕX distributions.
-2 -1 0 1 2
-2
-1
0
1
2
=13TeV
lin.
lin. + quad. (shape only)
lin. + quad.
FIG. 8. Comparison between the 95% confidence level con-
straints on c˜g and c˜t obtained from linear dimension-six con-
tributions vs linear and quadratic contributions at the LHC withﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV and L ¼ 3000=fb. The red ellipse shows the
constraints for the linear and quadratic contributions when only
the shape is used by normalizing the distributions to the SM cross
section.
TABLE I. Future collider scenario 1 used to study limits on c˜g
and c˜t.
Parameter 13 TeV 27 TeV 100 TeV
L 3/ab 6/ab 10/ab
Parameter 13,27,100 TeV
δth;hjj 10%
δflatsys;hjj 10%
δshapesys;hjj 2.5%
ϵtt¯h 2.5%
δth;tt¯h 10%
δflatsys;tt¯h 20%
δshapesys;tt¯h 1%
TABLE II. Future collider scenario 2 used to study limits on c˜g
and c˜t.
Parameter 13 TeV 27 TeV 100 TeV
L 3/ab 10/ab 30/ab
δth;hjj 10% 5% 2.5%
δflatsys;hjj 10% 5% 2.5%
δshapesys;hjj 2.5% 1.5% 1.0%
ϵtt¯h 2.5% 5% 10%
δth;tt¯h 10% 5% 2.5%
δflatsys;tt¯h 20% 10% 5%
δshapesys;tt¯h 1% 1% 1%
5We note that including additional channels and taking results
from CMS into account even the constraints at a 13 TeV high-
luminosity LHC could approach the perturbative limit. However,
we do not quantify this statement here.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The interactions of the Higgs boson with the heaviest
quarks in the SM are motivated sources of CP violation.
Analyses of top quark-related interactions that do not rely
on particular Higgs final states and, consequently, are free
of assumptions on the Higgs decay couplings are largely
limited to the dominant top-related Higgs production
processes, tt¯h and hjj.6 Controlling competing effects
from gluon-Higgs contact interactions that might arise
from additional heavy fermions are crucial in this context.
The small statistics which is expected in the tt¯h channel
with clean leptonic final states that enables a clean
definition of sensitive observables based on the signed
ϕll limits the expected sensitivity as well as possibility to
lift blind directions in the gluon-fusion related channels.
Furthermore, and quite different from (C)P-even defor-
mations of the SM, power-counting arguments for the
effective interactions have a direct phenomenological
consequence. While fully binned distributions provide a
sensitive probe under all considerations of our work, for
small CP-violating phases where we would expect SM
interference-driven contributions to play a significant role
in the limit setting, the decoupling of rate information
seriously impacts the overall sensitivity of CP analyses at
the LHC. This is only partially mended at the high-energy
LHC with 27 TeV as energy thresholds and expected
statistics do not lead to a big enough improvement.
While the precise specifications of a 100 TeV hadron
collider are currently debated, the expected statistical
improvement at such a machine locates the expected limit
in a parameter region where the interference-driven inter-
pretation starts saturating the EFT limit, i.e., power-count-
ing assumptions do not impact the constraint quantitatively.
The latter point is also supported by estimates of the EFT-
related parameter validity ranges that are accessed through
Monte Carlo simulations.
In summary we can state two main conclusions of our
analysis. First, CP-violating effects in the top-Higgs sector
can be extracted in a perturbatively robust way when
measurements with high statistics are available. This can
be realized by increased production cross sections at larger
center-of-mass energies and increased integrated luminos-
ities. We observe that, for example, at a 100 TeV collider
c˜g and c˜t are constrained to a parameter region where
quadratic dimension-six contributions are considerably
=27TeV
scen. 1 lin.
scen. 2 lin.
scen. 1 lin. + quad.
scen. 2 lin. + quad.
=100TeV
scen. 1 lin.
scen. 2 lin.
scen. 1 lin. + quad.
scen. 2 lin. + quad.
FIG. 9. Comparison between scenarios 1 and 2 as well as linear and quadratic contributions of the 95% confidence level constraints on
c˜g and c˜t for 27 and 100 TeV.
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0.00
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0.15
0.20
=100TeV, scenario 2,
hjj: GeV
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FIG. 10. Constraints for 95% confidence level on c˜g and c˜t
from different datasets at 100 TeV in scenario 2. Orange: only
low-pT;h in hjj, blue: combination of low-pT;h and high-pT;h
events in hjj, green: constraint from the tt¯h sample only, red:
combination of all samples. The bounds were obtained using only
the asymmetry observables defined in Eq. (20).
6In generic EFT deformations of the SM, there are different
a priori sources of (C)P violation that we do not consider here.
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reduced resulting in perturbatively robust exclusion limits.
This leaves the linear contribution as the dominant effect
from dimension-six operators. Second, since we consider
CP-odd operators the linear contribution is indeed CP odd
while the quadratic contribution isCP even which is difficult
to disentangle from contributions of other CP-even oper-
ators. The fact that we can determine perturbatively robust
results because only the linear contribution is dominant
therefore also puts us in the position to cleanly studyCP-odd
SM deformations which otherwise would be intertwined
with CP-even contributions.
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APPENDIX: BRANCHING RATIOS IN THE
PRESENCE OF SQUARED DIMENSION-SIX
CONTRIBUTIONS
The operators O˜g and O˜t add a pseudoscalar component to
the following partial decay widths Γðh → ggÞ, Γðh→ γγÞ,
and Γðh → ZγÞ of the Higgs. Hence, the branching ratios
BRðh→ γγÞ and BRðh → bb¯Þ depend on c˜g and c˜t,
BRðh → bb¯Þ ¼ Γ
bb¯
SM
ΓSM þ Γdim :6
;
BRðh → γγÞ ¼ Γ
γγ
SM þ c˜2tΓγγdim :6
ΓSM þ Γdim :6
with
Γdim :6 ¼ c˜2t ½Γγγdim :6 þ ΓZγdim :6 þ Γgg;1dim :6
þ c˜2gΓgg;2dim :6 þ c˜gc˜tΓgg;3dim :6;
where ΓSM is the total SM decay width of the Higgs, ΓXSM is
the SM partial decay width into the final stateX, Γdim :6 is the
total decay width induced by the operators in Eq. (1), and
ΓXdim :6 is the partial decay width into the final state X due to
dimension-six operators. Γγγdim :6, Γ
Zγ
dim .6., and Γ
gg;i
dim :6 can be
read off the pseudoscalar part of the decay widths given, for
example, in Ref. [73]:
Γγγdim :6 ¼
GFα2m3h
72
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
π3
jAA1=2ðτhÞj2;
ΓZγdim :6 ¼ KZγ
G2Fm
2
Wαm
3
hð1 − 83 s2wÞ2
16π4c2w

1 −
m2Z
m2h

3
× jBA1=2ðτh; τZÞj2;
Γgg;1dim :6 ¼ Kgg
GFα2sm3h
64
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
π3
jAA1=2ðτhÞj2;
Γgg;2dim :6 ¼ Kgg
GFα2sm3h
16
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
π3
;
Γgg;3dim :6 ¼ Kgg
GFα2sm3h
16
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
π3
Re½AA1=2ðτhÞ
with the loop functions
AA1=2ðτÞ ¼ 2fðτÞ=τ;
BA1=2ðτ; λÞ ¼
1
2ðτ − λÞ ½fðτÞ − fðλÞ
and
fðτÞ ¼
8<
:
arcsin2ð ﬃﬃτp Þ τ ≤ 1
− 1
4

log

1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−1=τ
p
1−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−1=τ
p

− iπ

2
τ > 1
:
The functions’ arguments are defined as
τh ¼
m2h
4m2t
and τZ ¼
m2Z
4m2t
:
cw ¼ cos θw and sw ¼ sin θw where θw is the weak mixing
angle. Finally, we rescale the partial decay widths by the
respective K factors [74]
KZγ ¼1−
αs
π
;
Kgg¼1þ
221
12
αsðmhÞ
π
þ

αsðmhÞ
π

2

171.5−5 log

m2t
m2h

:
TheK factor for a pseudoscalar decaying into γγ is one at next-
to leading order. The numerical value for the branching ratios
as functions of c˜g and c˜t used in the analysis are given by
BRðh → bb¯Þ ¼ 0.577
1þ 0.190c˜2g þ 0.397c˜gc˜t þ 0.208c˜2t
;
BRðh→ γγÞ ¼ 0.00228þ 0.000413c˜
2
t
1þ 0.190c˜2g þ 0.397c˜gc˜t þ 0.208c˜2t
where the PDG [75] values for GF, α, mZ, the Higgs Cross
Section Working Group [69] values for the SM branching
ratios of the Higgs andmt ¼ 173 GeV,mh ¼ 125 GeV were
used. We have cross-checked these results against an inde-
pendent calculation using FeynArts/FormCalc/LoopTools
[76–78].
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